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 PPPPLAN TO SSSSAVE THE RRRREPUBLIC 
by John Darash, October 21, 2019 

INTRODUCTION (synopsis) 

GOVERNMENT BY CONSENT:   We the People via the Declaration of Independence established 

a government by the consent of the governed, ordaining and establishing via the Constitution1 a 

Republican2 form of Government. And, in order to prevent misconstruction 

or abuse of its powers, We the People added a Bill of Rights.3 We vested 

two houses of Congress4 authority to legislate law to govern the agencies of 

government. We vested the executive power in a President to attend to the 

administration of government.5 And, we vested judicial power in one 

Supreme Court and [ninety–four] Federal District Courts6 to judge over the 

agencies of government via judges and provide a venue for Law to judge 

over the disputes of the People via free and independent juries, untainted by government agents. The 

People have the unalienable right to choose candidates and preside unimpeded over our Courts of Law. 

TWO POWER STRUCTURES 

That allows for the consent of the governed  

I: JUDICIAL POWER: In Blacks Law, history reveals that there are fifty jurisdictions created by 

man and one Law jurisdiction ordained by God. Of the fifty jurisdictions created by man, there was 

established one jurisdiction called positive law a/k/a equity. Positive law7 is authoritative law that finds 

its maximum authority through a Constitution ordained by the People entitled by God8 via His 

                                           
1 Preamble: “We hold these truths to be self–evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain 
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.––That to secure these rights, Governments are 
instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed. 
2 United States Constitution Article IV Section 4: The United States shall guarantee to every state in this union a republican form of 
government. 
3 Bill of Rights: The Conventions of a number of the States, having at the time of their adopting the Constitution, expressed a desire, in 
order to prevent misconstruction or abuse of its powers, that further declaratory and restrictive clauses should be added: And as extending 
the ground of public confidence in the Government, will best ensure the beneficent ends of its institution. 
4 Article I Section 1: All legislative powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the United States, which shall consist of a 
Senate and House of Representatives. 
5 Article II Section 1: The executive power shall be vested in a President of the United States of America. 
6 Article III Section 1: The judicial power of the united states, shall be vested in one Supreme Court, and in such inferior courts as the 
Congress may from time to time ordain and establish. 
7 POSITIVE LAW: (Blacks Law) Law actually and specifically enacted or adopted by proper authority for the government of an 
organized jural society. 
8 Declaration of Independence: When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political 
bands which have connected them with another, and to assume among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the 
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blessing. The United States of America was the second nation in history blessed with such a Republic, 

the first being the Nation of Israel around 1400BC. Of the fifty-one jurisdictions, We the People 

ordained two jurisdictions,9 one called “Law” to judge over all men inclusive, and the second called 

equity to arbitrate over bureaucrats’ behavior and interstate commercial traffic, exclusive.  

The American Bar Association’s “de–facto Enabling Act of 1934”10 covertly passed by the ABA 

controlled Congress which enabled the ABA controlled United States Supreme Court and the ninety–

four ABA controlled Federal District Courts to conceal and subvert all Natural Law Courts via Rule 2. 

Whereas, repugnant tyrant controlling “de–facto civil law” was imposed upon the People, subverting 

the de–jure Law of the Land and thereby controlling the Peoples’ behavior and subduing the People 

through “de–facto courts”11 of tyrants, replacing the Peoples’ unalienable rights gifted by our Creator 

with “civil rights,” which are rights appertaining to a person in virtue of his citizenship in a state or 

community.”12 

The aforesaid abomination allowed for all fifty ABA controlled state courts, all ABA controlled county 

courts, all ABA controlled city courts, all ABA controlled town courts, and all ABA controlled village 

courts which have incorporated as a municipality, as did the United States Government via the 

“Organic Act of 1871,” in order to follow suit in concealing and subverting Natural Law Courts and 

the Law of the Land under the guise of municipal law, a/k/a law of the city, Roman law, Justinian law 

and civil law; all repugnant to the Law of the Land and in so doing provided the political stage for 

Corporatism.13 Whereas, in these courts of injustice, the People find themselves in Jurisdictions 

unknown, stripped of their unalienable rights, fleeced of their money and property, and jailed or 

institutionalized as mentally disturbed if they resist. Today, we are homeless in the Land that our 

founding fathers fought to secure. Natural Law has been concealed by the judiciary and thereby We the 

People have lost our unalienable right of consent for our courts to tyrant judges! 

Thomas Jefferson wrote concerning the overreaching authority of judges: “The germ of dissolution of 

our federal government is in the federal judiciary; an irresponsible body working like gravity by night 

and by day, gaining a little today and a little tomorrow, and advancing its noiseless step like a thief, 

over the field of jurisdiction, until all shall be usurped from the states.”14 “The Constitution is a mere 

thing of wax in the hands of the judiciary, which they may twist and shape into any form they please.”15 

“The opinion which gives to the judges the right to decide what laws are constitutional, and what not, 

                                                                                                                                                
Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes 
which impel them to the separation. 
9 Article III Section 2: The judicial power shall extend to all cases, in law and equity, arising under this Constitution, the laws of the 
United States. 
10 DE FACTO: [Blacks] In fact, in deed, actually. This phrase is used to characterize an officer, a government, a past action, or a state of 
affairs which must be accepted for all practical purposes, but is illegal or illegitimate. In this sense it is the contrary of de jure, which 
means rightful, legitimate, just, or constitutional. 4 Bl.Comm. 77, 78. MacLeod v. United States, 229 U.S. 416, 33 S.Ct. 955, 57 L.Ed. 
1260; Wheatley v. Consolidated Lumber Co., 167 Cal. 441, 139 P. 1057, 1059. 
11 De facto court: One established, organized, and exercising its judicial functions under authority of a statute apparently valid, though 
such statute may be in fact unconstitutional and may be afterwards so adjudged; or a court established and acting under the authority of a 
de facto government. 1 Bl. Judgm. § 173; In re Manning, 139 U.S. 504, 11 S.Ct. 624, 35 L.Ed. 264; Gildemeister V. Lindsay, 212 Mich, 
299, 180 N.W. 633, 635. 
12 State of Iowa v. Railroad Co., C.C.Iowa, 37 F. 498, 3 L.R.A. 554; State v. Powers, 51 N.J.L. 432, 17 A. 969. 
13 CORPORATISM [Webster] the organization of a society into industrial and professional corporations serving as organs of political 
representation and exercising control over persons and activities within their jurisdiction 
14 1821, Thomas Jefferson to Mr. Hammond. 
15 Sept. 6, 1819, Thomas Jefferson. 
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not only for themselves in their own sphere of action, but for the legislature and executive also, in their 

spheres, would make the judiciary a despotic branch.”16 To consider the judges as the ultimate arbiters 

of all constitutional questions is a very dangerous doctrine indeed, and one which would place us 

under the despotism of an oligarchy. Our judges are as honest as other men and not more so and their 

power (is) the more dangerous, as they are in office for life and not responsible, as the other 

functionaries are, to the elective control. The Constitution has erected no such single tribunal, 

knowing that to whatever hands confided, with corruptions of time and party, its members would 

become despots.”17 And so they have! 

II: POLITICAL POWER: Committees of Safety played the ultimate role in the transformation from 

English controlled colonies into a Republican form of representative government under self–rule and 

not the centuries old dictates of hereditary despots. The peasants of colonial America went from slaves 

of the English King, to king of their own castle within one generation via the Committees of Safety. 

All of our founding fathers were members of the Committees of Safety and by mid–year of 1776 the 

formal Declaration of Independence was drafted and making its way through the colonies for 

signatures and ratification, passing into law thus initiating the America experiment with a Republican 

form of government. 

The Pre-United States Constitutional body politic by the People for the era of 1760–1789 was 

organized through the Committees of Safety. All thirteen colonies formed Provincial level Committees 

in order to represent their local interests. In 1774, the various Committees of Safety called for the First 

Continental Congress. Delegates to that Congress went from town, to county, to Provincial level 

Committees, before being selected to go to Philadelphia. In Western Massachusetts, Committees of 

Safety forced the resignations of judges appointed under the Massachusetts Government Act (1774).  

Some Committees, such as the one in Worchester County, threatened to declare independence from 

British rule unless the Massachusetts government restored its original charter (1774). On April 12, 

1775 (just one week before the Battle of Lexington/Concord), John Hancock, President of the 

Massachusetts Provincial Congress (later, the Massachusetts Provincial Committee of Safety) 

requested that all counties, towns and districts form Committees of Safety. On April 29, 1775 Jos. 

Warren, Chairman of the Committee of Safety in Cambridge, wrote: “This may certify that the bearer, 

Mr. Paul Revere is messenger to the Committee of Safety and that all dispatch and assistance be given 

him in Instances that the business of the Colony may be facilitated.” 

In 1789 with the signing of the Constitution and the election of George Washington as our first 

President, the Committee of Safety morphed into the Committeeman and thereby provided one of two 

ways that We the People can have government by consent, the “Elected Committeeman.” The duties of 

the “Elected Committeemen” are to be the guardians of our Liberty, they require that candidates know 

the Constitution, they interview candidates for the primary ballot, they can prevent unconstitutional 

legislation and have the power to recall politicians in bad behavior, and they guard over the Election by 

witnessing the hand counting of the votes. 

                                           
16 September 11, 1804, Thomas Jefferson wrote to Abigail Adams. 
17 September 28, 1820, Thomas Jefferson in a letter to William Jarvis. 
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The question today is why do our elections draw so many criminals whose only concern is to enrich 

and empower themselves? And, how do they get on the ballot? The answer was foretold by George 

Washington in his fair well address speaking of political parties where he said: “They have obstructed 

the execution of the laws, [via politics] using combinations and associations [political parties] under 

whatever plausible character with the real design to direct, control, counteract, or awe the regular 

deliberation and action of the constituted authorities, are destructive of this fundamental principle and 

of fatal tendency. They serve to organize faction; to give it an artificial and extraordinary force; to put 

in the place of the delegated will of the nation the will of a party, often a small but artful and 

enterprising minority of the community; and, according to the alternate triumphs of different parties, 

to make the public administration the mirror of the ill concerted and incongruous projects of faction, 

rather than the organ of consistent and wholesome plans digested by common councils 

(Committeemen) and modified by mutual interests.” 

“However combinations or associations of the above description (political parties) may now and then 

answer popular ends, they are likely, in the course of time and things, to become potent engines by 

which cunning, ambitious, and unprincipled men will be enabled to subvert the power of the people 

and to usurp for themselves the reins of government, [party bosses] destroying afterwards the very 

engines [elected committeemen process] which have lifted them to unjust dominion.” 

Sometime after 1910, cunning, ambitious, and unprincipled men organized by enemies foreign and 

domestic devised a plan to seize control of both political parties turning them into political associations 

(parties) and thereby creating a left –vs– right political spectrum 

claiming one side will bring us communism and the other fascism 

convincing us that we need to find a place in the middle ground. But 

the truth of the matter is that communism and fascism are just 

different sides of the same coin and the end result is corporatism 

which by definition is the organization of a society by large interest groups into industrial and 

professional corporations [municipalities] serving as organs of political representation and exercising 

control over persons and activities via statutes and codes within their jurisdiction; in short, “slavery.” 

The following political spectrum is truthful. 

REPUBLICAN FORM OF GOVERNMENT UNDER LAW AND EQUITY 

  

 

Tyranny  RULE OF LAW  Anarchy 

 

  LIBERTY  
LAW OF THE LAND 

 

 The remedy of Lawlessness is Natural Law! 

EQUITY TO RULE GOVERNMENT AND THE LAWS OF NATURES GOD TO RULE THE PEOPLE. 

Article IV Section 4: The United States shall 
guarantee to every state in this union a 

republican form of government, and shall 

protect each of them against invasion. 

Article VI Clause 2: This Constitution, and 
the laws of the United States which shall be 

made in pursuance thereof; and all treaties 

made, or which shall be made, under the 

authority of the United States, shall be the 

supreme law of the land; and the judges in 

every state shall be bound thereby, anything 

in the Constitution or laws of any State to the 

contrary notwithstanding. 

Article III Section 2: The judicial power 

shall extend to all cases, in law and equity. 
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Using New York as an example, exactly as President George Washington warned “cunning, ambitious, 

and unprincipled men” (party bosses) enabled by the perversion of election law, subverted the power 

of the people and “usurped to themselves the reins of government’ and ‘destroyed the very engines 

which have lifted them [the usurpers] to unjust dominion.” Our research has revealed that legislative 

removal of the George Washington clause §21 of the 1909 New York election law prevented 

organizations or associations controlled by party bosses from being deemed a political party. 

§21 “No organization or association of citizens for the election of city 

officers shall be deemed a political party within the meaning of this article.” 

New York legislators then inserted Article 2 into the 1911 election law which provided deceptive 

language necessary to create the strong impression of an elected “town” committeeman under §6–108. 

In order to implement the “town” committeeman, legislators worked covertly in collusion with the 

various New York boards of election and operatives in both political parties. Only a few individuals 

were actually necessary to plan and orchestrate the plot to subvert the voters’ constitutional right to 

choose their governing body.18 In the process was created the private political “associations” that today 

we call the Republican and Democratic parties and this fraud is true in all fifty states, there are NO 

elected committeemen.  

Title: “Member of the County Committee” a private association membership, nominated at the 

primary and appointed by party bosses, not elected. 

NY Election Law §6–108 “members of the county committee” from a 

town …, shall be nominated at a primary election … 

This was a direct assault upon our Republic that set the stage for the perversion of the office designed 

to be closest to the will of the people, the “committeeman.” These actions that were under the control 

of a few people maneuvered the direction of our country and, thereby subverted our Constitution. 

Because language for the election of the long forgotten true committeemen fortunately continues in the 

present election law at Section 6–118, and the rights of the people are secured by nature’s God 

reflected in common law, a resurrection of the true committeeman, fully cognizant of his/her powers 

and their immunity from positive law and the control of party bosses, is possible and most desirable for 

the preservation of our Republic. 

TITLE: “Committeeman” is an elected party position, nominated by designating petition, elected at the 

primary. 

NY Election Law §6–118: The nomination of a candidate for election to a party 

position to be elected at a primary election shall be by designating petition: 

TITLE: “Member of the County Committee” are not elected, they are appointed by party bosses, the 

people have no consentors, we have been robbed! The NY Supreme Court ruling agrees with this 

conclusion. 

                                           
18
 Amendment XV Section 1: The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the 

United States or by any State … 
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Francisco v. Borden: “County Committee had duly authorized the creation of such a 

town party committee or had conferred rule–making powers upon it. The creation of a 

town party committee, its powers, authority and procedures are solely the province of a 

county committee.” 

Bell v. Kirwan: “The Executive Committeemen [party bosses, state committee member] 

have no vested constitutional or statutory right to office. Their claim to serve as 

members of the Executive Committee must rest upon the Rules of the party since the 

Executive Committee in common with all standing committees was created by and 

exists pursuant to the Rules of the Party. The creation, selection and grouping of 

committeemen from the town or city legislative districts, whether they are county 

committeemen or city or town committeemen is a matter solely within the power and 

province of the county committee.” 

Bauman v. Fusco: “It is not disputed that the Executive Committee exists by virtue of 

the rules of the County Committee and is not a creation of the Election Law.” 

Sometime between 1911 and the present, the plan was slowly executed that phased in the town 

committeemen and phased out nearly all traces of the elected committeemen. While the people were 

distracted by two world wars, two depressions, scores of conflicts and economic distress, the sleight– 

of– hand overhaul of statutory wording took place. Today there appears little memory remaining of the 

true committeeman, and people spellbound by illusions and party favors, do not see how they 

contribute to a party form that is ultimately communistic and sets the stage for tyrannical government. 

The George Washington clause, §21 of the 1909 election law, was “the gate keeper” that protected the 

committeeman process. Said clause served a free people by making conscious in their minds the 

warning of the first President. Its principle is self–evident and its absence does not alter the right of the 

people to govern themselves through the choosing of their representatives. Clearly the self–anointed, 

“private political associations” filling vacancies today with corrupt candidates, does not represent the 

will of the people, but merely the will of corrupt party bosses who do not have the people’s best 

interests in mind, and the end result is the total annihilation of our Republic. 

The present fundamental representative system is on auto pilot the lights are on, but nobody’s home. 

The deceptive legislation, namely election law Article 2, included provision for the oscillation of 

party dictatorship power by moving the selection of some positions from even to odd years in some 

counties, which provided for a constant control of the power structure by the party bosses at the state 

level and also provided for filtering in bosses from the national scene.  

The process was set in motion some time ago, the guilty people are long since gone, and the record 

of who is responsible is likely untraceable. Although there is plenty of blame to go around to all the 

corrupt players of the system, most are probably untouchable because for past activities they can 

refer to election law Article 2. Notwithstanding, our purpose is not to seek indictments, but rather to 

see a return to real voter solvency and its’ natural result – freedom and liberty! 
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Both the Constitution for New York and the United States of America which are clearly being violated, 

state that the voting rights of the people shall not be abridged, nor disenfranchised or deprived of the 

right to elect representatives in the party of their choice, that is, in the primary elections, where each 

political party selects its face–off candidates for the general election.  

The 1909 Election Law had clearly defined the duties of the committeemen as these: (1) to fill 

vacancies for the primary election and, (2) to organize, conduct and preside over the primary election 

and party convention. But in 1911, the election law was completely restructured and Section 4, Section 

45 and Section 21 were removed and Article 2 was added, which provided for rules leading to the 

creation of sub–committees and the town committeeman. Nevertheless, the removal of those sections 

of the statute has only served to conceal the process from a free people, but was unable to tear down 

the natural rights of the people in the election process, the Law still provides for the elected 

committeeman. 

The pretentious transfer of committeemen authority on that dark day long ago, away from the elected 

committeeman to the “town” committeeman took place after a committee membership quorum was 

met. The initiation of the sub–committees and their related rules was accomplished using the true 

elected committeemen, without whose presence the new subversive creation would have been 

impossible to pass through the popular mind. These sub-committees, not being elected by the people, 

can only hold their positions and serve at the pleasure of the true elected committeeman. The transfer 

of committeeman authority from the elected committeeman to the town committeeman took place after 

a committee quorum was met. The initiation of the sub–committees and their rules were by the elected 

committeeman which gave the appearance of a proper authority. Therefore, the sub–committees not 

being elected by the people serve at the pleasure of todays unelected state committees. 

CONCLUSION: Exactly what was on the mind of the legislators that authored certain parts of Article 2 

is unclear, but anything beyond menial assistance to the true elected committeemen would be beyond 

the authority of any statute or code, since we are a free people under common law authored by 

Nature’s God. What is clear is that Article 2 has been expanded far beyond what is constitutionally 

possible. Without question, unelected persons who do not answer to the people simply do not have 

authority to choose candidates to fill vacancies for public office. Nor did the true committeemen of the 

past have the authority to pass to private associations the duties of committeemen today. We need to 

Jump Start the Law to “Take Back the Republic” by bringing back the “Elected Committeeman,” 

thereby, returning power back to the People. 

• Any committeeman appointed by a committee chairman is not elected, but is nominated by the 

chairman and elected by the state committee at a private association meeting.  

• Any committeeman filing a designating petition with the title “Member of the County 

Committee” or any other title other than “Committeeman” is not an elected Committeeman. 

• Any committeeman elected at a caucus is not an elected Committeeman. 

• Any committeeman who did not walk a designating petition in the election district they are 

running and file it with the Board of Election in their county is not an elected Committeeman. 

• Any errors detailing the election district in the designating petition voids the petition. 

• Committeemen Must be elected by the People within the election district they ran in. 
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“Democracy is two wolves and a 

lamb voting on what to have for 

lunch. Liberty is a well–armed 

lamb contesting the vote.” 

Benjamin Franklin, 1759 

GOVERNMENT, POLITICS & THE POLITICAL PROCESS 

Article IV Section 4: The United States shall guarantee to 

every state in this union a republican form of government. 

This dissertation is about restoring a republican form of government by the consent of the People and 

not career politicians. This paper does not favor one party over another, we need to get over ourselves 

for the interests of the Republic being one nation under God indivisible with liberty and justice for all, 

and face the following facts so that we can mature into the Republic that we were meant to be.  

A process is a particular course of action intended to achieve a result, any action that intercepts that 

process alters it and thereby destroys that process. Likewise, We the People, via a “Constitution,” 

ordained a political process whereas the politics of private political and judicial associations serves 

only the destruction of that process. Herein we will make the case that our founding documents 

provide for a government by consent of the governed; not by political and judicial tyrants. 

TWO DIVERSE FORMS OF GOVERNMENT 

DEMOCRACY is that form of government in which the sovereign power resides in and is exercised by 

the whole body of free citizens, as distinguished from a monarchy, 

aristocracy, or oligarchy. According to the theory of a pure democracy, 

every citizen should participate directly in the business of governing, and 

the legislative assembly should comprise the whole people. But the 

ultimate lodgment of the sovereignty being the distinguishing feature, the 

introduction of the representative system does not remove a government 

from this type. However, a government of the latter kind is sometimes 

specifically described as a “representative democracy.” Thomas Jefferson 

said: “A Democracy is nothing more than “mob rule,” where fifty-one 

present of the People may take away the rights of the other forty-nine.” 

In 1792 supporters of Thomas Jefferson began using the name Republicans, or Jeffersonian 

Republicans, to emphasize its anti–aristocratic policies. The Democratic Party adopted its present 

name during the Presidency of Andrew Jackson in the 1830’s as one of the two major contemporary 

political parties in the United States, along with its rival, the Republican Party. The modern–day 

Democratic Party19 was founded around 1828 by supporters of Andrew Jackson, making it the world's 

oldest active political party.  

In its early years, the Party supported limited government, state sovereignty and opposed banks and the 

abolition of slavery. Since Franklin D. Roosevelt and his New Deal coalition in the 1930s, the 

Democratic Party has promoted a social liberal platform. Well into the 20th century, the party had 

conservative pro–business and Southern conservative-populist wings. Following the New Deal, the 

conservative wing of the party largely withered outside the South. The New Deal Coalition of 1932–

1964 attracted strong support from voters of recent European extraction—many of whom were 

                                           
19 From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
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Catholics based in the cities. After the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965, the 

core bases of the two parties shifted, with the Southern states becoming more reliably Republican in 

presidential politics and the Northeastern states becoming more reliably Democratic. The once–

powerful labor union element became smaller and less supportive after the 1970s. White evangelicals 

and Southerners have become heavily Republican at the state and local levels since the 1990s. People 

living in urban areas, women, college graduates, sexual and gender minorities, millennials, and black, 

Latino, Jewish, and Asian Americans tend to support the Democratic Party. 

The Democratic Party's philosophy of modern liberalism advocates social and economic equality, 

along with the welfare state. It seeks to provide government regulation in the economy. Policies such 

as environmental protection, support for organized labor and labor unions, the introduction of social 

programs, affordable college tuition, universal health care, equal opportunity, and consumer protection 

form the core of the party's economic policy. On social issues, it advocates campaign finance reform, 

Lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender rights, police and immigration reform, stricter gun laws, and 

the legalization of marijuana. 

There have been 15 Democrats who have served as president of the United States. The first was 

Andrew Jackson, who was the seventh president and served from 1829 to 1837. The most recent was 

Barack Obama, who was the 44th and held office from 2009 to 2017. As of 2019, the Democrats hold 

a majority in the House of Representatives, 14 state government trifectas (governorship and both 

legislative chambers), the mayoralty of numerous major American cities, and 18 total state legislatures. 

Four of the nine sitting justices of the Supreme Court had been appointed by Democratic presidents. 

A REPUBLICAN GOVERNMENT is one in which the powers of sovereignty are vested in the people and 

are exercised by the people, either directly [via the Committeemen and the Grand and Petit Juries], or 

through representatives chosen by the people, to whom those powers are specially delegated [via the 

Constitution for the United States of America].20  

The Republican Party21 also referred to as the GOP (‘Grand old party’), is one of the world's oldest 

extant political parties. It is the second–oldest existing political party in the United States; its chief 

rival, the Democratic Party, is the oldest. 

The Republican Party emerged in 1854 to combat the Kansas–Nebraska Act and the expansion of 

slavery into American territories. The early Republican Party consisted of African–Americans, 

northern white Protestants, businessmen, professionals, factory workers, and farmers. The GOP was 

pro–business, and it supported banks, the gold standard, railroads and high tariffs; the party opposed 

the expansion of slavery. At its inception, the Republican Party had almost no presence in the Southern 

United States; by 1858, however it had enlisted former Whigs and former Free Soil Democrats to form 

majorities in nearly every Northern state. 

With the election of Abraham Lincoln (the first Republican President) in 1860, the Party's success in 

guiding the Union to victory in the American Civil War, and the Party's role in the abolition of slavery, 

                                           
20 Black, Const. Law (3d Ed.) 309; In re Duncan, 139 U.S. 449, 11 S.Ct. 573, 35 L.Ed. 219; Minor v. Happersett, 21 Wall. 175, 22 L.Ed. 
627. 
21 From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. 
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the Republican Party largely dominated the national political scene until 1932. In 1912, Theodore 

Roosevelt formed the Progressive (“Bull Moose”) Party after being rejected by the GOP and ran 

unsuccessfully as a third–party presidential candidate calling for social reforms. After 1912, many 

Roosevelt supporters left the Party, and the Party underwent an ideological shift to the right.[1] The 

GOP lost its congressional majorities during the Great Depression (1929–1940); under President 

Franklin D. Roosevelt, the Democrats formed a winning New Deal coalition that was dominant from 

1932 through 1964. 

After the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965, the party's core base shifted, 

with the Southern states becoming more reliably Republican in presidential politics and the 

Northeastern states becoming more reliably Democratic. White voters increasingly identified with the 

Republican Party after the 1960s. Following the Supreme Court's 1973 decision in Roe v. Wade, the 

Republican Party opposed abortion in its party platform and grew its support among evangelicals. The 

Republican Party won five of the six presidential elections from 1968 to 1988. Two–term President 

Ronald Reagan, who held office from 1981 to 1989, was a transformative party leader whose 

conservative policies called for reduced government spending and regulation, lower taxes and a strong 

anti–Soviet Union foreign policy. Reagan's influence upon the party persisted into the next century. 

Since the 1990s, the Party's support has chiefly come from the South, the Great Plains, the Mountain 

States and rural areas in the North. The 21st century Republican Party ideology is American 

conservatism. The GOP supports lower taxes, free market capitalism, a strong national defense, gun 

rights, deregulation and restrictions on labor unions; it opposes abortion rights. In addition to 

advocating for conservative economic policies, the Republican Party is socially conservative. There 

have been 19 Republican presidents, the most from any one political party. The most recent, Donald 

Trump, was elected President in 2016. 

CONCLUSION: As George Washington stated above, “private political party associations” are designed 

to direct, control, and counteract the regular deliberation and action of the constituted authorities. They 

obstruct the execution of our laws destroying our fundamental 

constitutional principles. They overthrow the power of the people and 

thereby seized for themselves the reins of government, creating a fake 

extraordinary force to advance their anti–constitutional schemes in the 

place of the delegated will of the nation. Both political associations are 

controlled behind the scene by a few cunning, ambitious, and unprincipled men who are advancing 

their own special interests by orchestrating mob rule, via their polly-babble designed to sidetrack and 

demoralize the People as it destroys the “Law of the Land” under the 

guise of democracy in order to advance corporatism.  

As we compare the aforesaid different party positions, it becomes clear 

that it’s orchestrated. The party bosses and bar attorneys, a/k/a minions of 

the New World Order, have been playing the people against each other for 

decades, “right against the left,” “black against white” in order to keep 

them distracted as both parties work covertly to reshape America to corporatism. Replacing our 

“blessings of liberty” with “state civil rights,” our “Natural Law” with “civil law,” our “Republic” with 
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“Democracy,” and our “money with debt,” as they convince the populous that the ideal political place 

is at the center of a self–serving fictional bar between communism and fascism, as the pendulum 

swings from right to left each party making subtle premeditated changes in our form of government 

upon each swing, until the People can no longer remember their American Heritage, this is called 

treason.  

POLITICAL POSITIONS, it’s not that some of these ideas are not good, it’s just that government has no 

constitutional authority to provide for many of them, such as creating or supporting banks, regulating 

the economy, giving special rights to Lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people who have all the 

unalienable rights that anyone else has. Additionally, government has no authority to give “civil 

rights.” Other party positions already have constitutional solutions such as limited government, state 

sovereignty, direct tax, right to military grade guns and handguns, etc.  

As for “Universal Health Care,” the government has no authority to facilitate and force People into a 

universal health care. We can probably make an argument under the Government’s duty to promote the 

general welfare (safety) of the People, see Preamble to the Constitution, to assist the poor and disabled 

with healthcare. But the combination of a free market, real money, and the removal of the 

unconstitutional property tax and the Fed would create an inflation–free economic environment that 

would provide for affordable health care. Case in point: annual health care cost per person in 2017 was 

$10,739 whereas the cost per person in 1960 was just $146. That’s only $12 per month per person 

which was affordable by most people in the 60’s. 

All these problems exist because our elected servants are just as ignorant of the Constitution for the 

United States as the majority of People are. Government is not our parent and if we allow government 

to decide what’s good or bad for us, we forfeit our Liberty to government. We already possess liberty 

to control our own behavior without government interference. We need only to exercise our liberty, but 

only an educated and informed People can put an end to these tyrants by simply taking back control of 

these political parties through elected committeemen and binding our elected servants down from 

mischief by the chains of the Constitution. 

Once the cognizant elected committeemen are resurrected in America, we can bring Law and sanity 

back to our political process and have government by consent of the People again and not by private 

associations. The political parties belong to the People and once the People take back the control of 

these parties via the elected Committeemen, the private 

corporate party associations will be forced to identify themselves 

as anything but the Republican or Democratic Parties and lose 

their spellbinding influence because the political narrative will 

return to the People, where it belongs, and the narrative will be 

the Constitution where our political conversations belong and 

not the destructive divisive schemes of these lawless men. A free 

and independent People would agree with Thomas Jefferson 

when he said: “I would rather be exposed to the inconveniences attending too much liberty than those 

attending too small a degree of it.”  
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HOW FAR OFF “CONSTITUTIONAL COURSE” ARE WE? 

The United States Supreme Court assisted by Congress in 1938 via the “Enabling Act of 1934 covertly 

stole our Liberty. Our Constitution has been ruled Null and Void by the U.S. Supreme Court and every 

village court, town court, county court, state court, federal district court, and the United States 

Supreme Court are “civil law courts operating in jurisdictions unknown.” Every one of these judges 

and clerks that took an oath is committing “HIGH TREASON!” 

In the past ten years NLA has been involved in literally 100’s of cases and has not found justice 

anywhere. Everything we have been taught the past 50 years or so is FAKE just like the “FAKE 

NEWS.” 

� FAKE MONEY Our money is debt and not real in violation of Article I Section 10.22  

� FAKE GOVERNMENT – Our government is fake claiming we are a democracy in violation of 

Article IV Section. 423  

� FAKE COURTS – Our courts operate under “civil law” in jurisdictions unknown and not We the 

Peoples’ ordained and established jurisdiction being “law and equity” in violation of Article III 

Section 2.24 

� FAKE LAW – they tell us that Common Law has been abrogated,25 according to the Federal 

Judicial Center,26 a government agency, on September 16, 1938, pursuant to its fictional authority 

under the repugnant “Rules Enabling Act of 1934,” “the Supreme Court enacted uniform rules of 

procedure for the federal courts. Under the new rules, suits in equity and suits at common law 

were grouped together under the term “civil action,” an Act of Treason! 

� FAKE RIGHTS – They tell us that we have civil rights when in fact we have unalienable rights,27 

civil rights,28 more properly called “municipal” law, placing the People subject to the state when in 

fact the state is subject to the People. 

 

                                           
22
 Article I Section 10: No state shall make anything but gold and silver coin a tender in payment of debts; sedition 

23
 Article IV Section 4: The United States shall guarantee to every state in this union a Republican Form of government, 

24
 Article III Section 2: The judicial power shall extend to all cases, in law and equity, arising under this Constitution. 

25
 Article VI Clause 2: This Constitution, and the laws of the United States which shall be made in pursuance thereof; and 

all treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land; and 
the judges in every state shall be bound thereby, anything in the Constitution or laws of any State to the contrary 
notwithstanding. 
26
 The Federal Judicial Center is the research and education agency of the judicial branch of the United States 

Government. The Center supports the efficient, effective administration of justice and judicial independence. Its status as a 
separate agency within the judicial branch, its specific missions, and its specialized expertise enable it to pursue and 
encourage critical and careful examination of ways to improve judicial administration. The Center has no policy–making or 
enforcement authority; its role is to provide accurate, objective information and education and to encourage thorough and 
candid analysis of policies, practices, and procedures. https://www.fjc.gov/history/timeline/federal–rules–civil–procedure–
merge–equity–and–common–law  
27
 Declaration of Independence: We hold these truths to be self-evident, that they are endowed by their Creator with 

certain unalienable Rights that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. 
28
 CIVIL LAW: “Civil Law,” “Roman Law” and “Roman Civil Law” are convertible phrases, meaning the same system of 

jurisprudence. That rule of action which every particular nation, commonwealth, or city has established peculiarly for itself; 
more properly called “municipal” law, to distinguish it from the “law of nature,” and from international law. See Bowyer, 
Mod. Civil Law, 19; Sevier v. Riley, 189. Cal. 170, 244 P. 323, 325. 
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HOW THEY STOLE LIBERTY AND NULLIFIED THE CONSTITUTION 
Proper Authority stems from Nature’s God�People�Constitution�Legislators�Applied by Judges 

• 1865 13th Amendment just disappeared that prevented BAR attorneys from holding 
office. 

• 1868 14th Amendment, civil rights  

• 1871 ORGANIC ACT OF 1871 incorporated United States a municipality  

• 1878 75 lawyers establish ABA  

• 1913 16th Amendment (stole Peoples Sovereignty) 

• 1913 Federal Reserve  (took control of the US Treasury) 

• 1913 17th Amendment (stole States Sovereignty) 

• 1934 Rules Enabling Act  (took control of the courts) 

• 1944 Civil law in full force, federal court surrendered to the centralized banking 
system 

• 1947 CIA & NSA national police state surveillance grid 

• 1948 United Nations (NWO) established headquarters in New York City 

• 1950 Reese Committee report a communist plot by the “National Lawyers Guild”  

• 2001 Homeland Security police state surveillance grid reached maturity 

• 2013 John Kerry signed the United Nations Arms Treaty  

• 2017 Donald Trump becomes President foils the coop begins dismantling the Deep 
State 

• Today Out-come based socialist education is in full force in our schools 
destroying our American youth. And according to the Washingtonian, there are 
80,000 lawyers working in Washington DC. Unwittingly and covertly spreading 
their venomous socialist agenda. These ABA subverts have flooded our courts and 
polluted our Constitution with about 140 years of repugnant acts, statutes and 
rules. All of the aforesaid destructive acts, along with many more were possible 
because the federal government that centralized our education has removed civics, 
constitutional studies, and true American history from our curriculum, replacing it 
with an out-come based socialist education. 

IF WE DON’T ERADICATE THIS EVIL AMERICA WILL BE LOST FOR EVER 

IT’S TIME WE TAKE BACK OUR REPUBLIC (Critical mass needed) 
 

2002 We the People held “Truth in Taxation Hearing” – broadcast over CSPAN Washington DC 

Concluded that our “Courts of Law are Closed!”  

2004 We the People held a “Conference to Restore Constitutional Order” – broadcast over CSPAN 

2008 US Supreme Court denied answering the question concerning the right of redress of grievances. 

2009 We the People Elected Delegates for the 3rd Continental Congress from 48 States met in Saint 

Charles Illinois - Produced Articles of Freedom! 

2010 Delegates served Articles of Freedom! 

2015 We the People Formed Common Law Grand Jury & served a Writ of Quo Warranto and many 

Writ Mandamuses! 

2016 We the People via the Common Law Grand Jury filed Extraordinary Action w/over 100 

documents – We the People were met with silence! 

2017 President Trump started draining the swamp, dismantling Deep State  

  COUP 
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2019 We the People held filed an Order of the Court, August 17th.29 DECLARATION OF RESTORATION 

OF THE LAW OF THE LAND and demand for the resignations of those who are of a mind to resist! Or 

suffer indictment for fraud on the court, conspiracy, felonies and/or treason. We the People via the 

Unified United States Common Law Grand Jury a/k/a Sureties of the Peace,30 hereinafter the People, 

are an assembly of more than seven thousand nine hundred Sovereign People, from every State, being 

both the tribunal of this extraordinary action and the authors of all law under the authority of Natural 

Law31 by right of the “Covenants” of 1776, 1789 and 1791 with our creator under His Natural Law at 

large. 

2019 We the People filed an Order concerning the “Merging Equity & Law” on September 3rd. 

2019 We the People filed an Order concerning “Fake Law & Courts” on September 16th; Indicting 21 

federal judges, 43 state court judges, Filed 26 Habeas Corpuses and 56 papers.  

Whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive to our Rights, 
It is the Right of the People to alter government, and Institute New Servants! 

PREAMBLE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE 

“The people have an indubitable, unalienable, and indefeasible right to reform or change their Government, whenever 

it be found adverse or inadequate to the purposes of its institutionAAAA” 

JAMES MADISON 

“THIS IS THAT PROCESS!” 
 

“The natural liberty of man is to be free from any superior power on Earth,  
and not to be under the will or legislative authority of man,  

but only to have the law of nature for his rule.”  

SAMUEL ADAMS 

“When injustice becomes law, resistance becomes duty.”  

THOMAS JEFFERSON    

“If a government, either by malfeasance or neglect, fails to protect those rights - or, even worse, if the 

government itself begins to violate those rights - then it is the right and duty of the people to regain 

control of their affairs and set up a form of government which will serve the people better.”…“These 

rights which have been bestowed by the Creator, they cannot be altered or eliminated at any time; that 

is, they cannot be taken away or violated without the offender coming under the judgment and wrath of 

the Creator.”32  

THOMAS JEFFERSON 

                                           
29 Read the full Order of the Court, 50 pages - https://www.nationallibertyalliance.org/action-against-judiciary. 
30
 Sureties of the Peace, Grand Jury: “If anyone has been dispossessed without the legal judgment of his peers, from his 

lands, castles, franchises, or from his right, we will immediately restore them to him; and if a dispute arise over this, then 
let it be decided by the five and twenty jurors of whom mention is made below in the clause for securing the peace. 
Moreover, for all those possessions, from which anyone has, without the lawful judgment of his peers, been disseized or 
removed by our government we will immediately grant full justice therein.” - Magna Carta Paragraph 52. 
31 see Memorandum Jurisdiction Natural Law - https://www.nationallibertyalliance.org/action-against-judiciary. 
32 see Memorandum Founding Fathers concerns judiciary - https://www.nationallibertyalliance.org/action-against-judiciary. 
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NLA ORGANIZATION 

National Liberty Alliance was founded in May 2013. The purpose of NLA is to provide an on line 

National Venue where the People can organize, communicate, and learn the “science of government by 

consent” to Restore our Republic. As the swamp is drained and power removed from the deep-state, a 

vacuum will occur and if We the People do not educate ourselves and fill these positions of power, our 

servants will, and it will only be a matter of time before we find ourselves back under tyranny again.  

All positions listed below such as Director, Coordinators, Organizers and Committees have been 

created in order to build a National Liberty Alliance with a mission to restore the Republic. 

Existing NLA Leadership Structure 

 

   2 Founding Members 

   1 National Director  

   9 National Coordinators 

 111 Federal District Leaders 

  90 State Coordinators 

1432 County Organizers 

1112 Grand Jury Administrators 

8000+ NLA Members 

 

 

 

NLA’s mission is to empower the People on the grassroots level in order to have Government by 

Consent again, thereby taking back our judicial and political processes, resurrecting the elected 

Committeeman in every state, and building Jury Administrations composed of five People in each 

county; these positions are paid career positions. The duty of these administrations is to orientate, 

counsel, assist in the writing of indictments/informations, assure untainted petti/grand juries and be the 

investigative body for the Grand Jury.  

In order for We the People to have “Government by Consent,” the People must have a proper 

education to take back control of both our Judicial and Political Process. Our Founding Fathers did not 

leave us without remedy. National Liberty Alliance is already assembling and educating Thousands of 

People across America for that purpose. Thomas Jefferson said: “If a nation expects to be ignorant and 

free in a state of civilization, it expects what never was and never will be…. An enlightened citizenry is 

indispensable for the proper functioning of a republic. Self–government is not possible unless the 

citizens are educated sufficiently to enable them to exercise oversight. It is therefore imperative that 

the nation see to it that a suitable education be provided for all its citizens…. Educate and inform the 

whole mass of the people... They are the only sure reliance for the preservation of our liberty.”  
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PROPER EDUCATION 
“An educated citizenry is a vital requisite for our survival as a free people.” – Thomas Jefferson  

”If a People expect to be ignorant and free, they expect what never 

was and never will be.” – Thomas Jefferson. In order to be a Free 

and Independent self–governing People, the People must be properly 

and sufficiently educated without which there can be no Liberty.  

We have lost our courts and liberties because we became ignorant of 

our Heritage and complacent. It is therefore the responsibility of the 

People to educate themselves and, take back our Republic or give up their courts and liberty to 

socialism. NLA offers a free course in civics which is a study of our unalienable rights and duties of 

citizenship. NLA provides a proper education that includes the following curriculum through courses, 

lectures, classes and essays that we should have been taught in grammar and high school.  
 

Real American History 
Equity 
Law 
Political Process 
Judicial Process 
Court Access 

Declaration of Independence 
United States Constitution 
Bill of Rights  
Amendments 1–27 
The County Sheriff 
Civics (study of rights & duties of citizenship) 

Introduction Constitutional Classes 
American History Lectures 
Common Law Lectures 
Trial by Jury essay 
What Happened to the Constitution essay 
Gospel of Mark 

 

National Liberty Alliance also provides pdf and audio books that can be downloaded. 
 

The Life of George Washington 
Life of Thomas Jefferson 
Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin 
Autobiography by Thomas Jefferson 
Reformation 
Washington Quotes 
Thomas Jefferson on Politics & 
Government 
Thomas Jefferson on Politics 
Thomas Jefferson Quotes 
The Confederate Handbook[2] 
The Magna Carta 
THE FIRST CONTINENTAL 
CONGRESS 
Origin of All Law 
Militia 
Jefferson Quotes 
Jefferson Bible 
History of the Declaration 
Franklin Quotes 
Federalist Papers 
Antifederalist Papers 

Confirmatio Cartarum 
Federal Mafia 
The Young American 1842 
The Roosevelt Doctrine 
The Republic – Plato 
The Law 
Reid – An Inquiry into the Human Mind 
Machiavelli – The Prince 
Locke – Toleration 
Locke – Human Understanding Book 4 
Locke – Human Understanding Book 3 
Locke – Human Understanding Book 2 
Locke – Human Understanding Book 1 
Locke – Early Modern Philosophy 
Koffler Common Law handbook 
Jonathan Edwards – Freedom of the Will 
Hume – Treatise of Human Nature Book I 
Hume – Treatise of Human Nature Book 3 
Hume – Treatise of Human Nature Book 2 
Hume – Four Essays 
Hume – Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals 
Hume – Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion 

Hume – Human Understanding 
House Philip Dru Administrator 
Francis Bacon – The New Organon 
Euclid’s Elements 
Constant – The Liberty of the Ancients Compared 
with that of the Moderns 
Common Sense–Mag 
Common Sense 
CC2009 Articles of Freedom 
Butler – the Analogy of Religion 
Butler – Exchange of letters with Joseph Clarke 
Butler – A Preface and Three Sermons 
Boviers Law 1856 
Blackstone vol 2 
Blackstone vol 1 
Blacks Law Second Edition 
Berkeley – 3 Dialogues between Hylas & Philonous 
Berkeley – Principles of Human Knowledge 
Berkeley – Alciphron 
Atlas Shrugged 
Adam Smith – The Theory of Moral Sentiments 
A treatise on the principles of pleading 

 

NLA is working on a textbook and a plan to return a classical education 

for our children to our schools which will teach children how to think 

and not what to think. Once We the People take back control of our 

courts under Natural Law, NLA will lead a nationwide campaign to 

provide such a suitable curriculum for grammar and high schools.  

OPEN FORUM: NLA holds weekly discourses, updates, and an Open Forum hosted by NLA’s 

founders and National Leadership every Monday night from 9PM EST to Midnight. People are invited 

to call in and offer their comments and ask questions. To join us every Monday go to > 

https://www.nationallibertyalliance.org/mondaycall 
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ONLY THE PEOPLE CAN SAVE THE REPUBLIC 

National Liberty Alliance provides the only peaceful and lawful 

solution to save our Republic and it will require a grassroots 

“commitment” of about 15,000 People to take it back. “We in 

America do not have government by the majority. We have 

government by the majority who participate.” – Thomas Jefferson 

Both the Republican and Democratic Associations (private corporate parties) and the American Bar 

Association (private corporation) have been covertly nibbling away at our founding documents since 

1776. With President Trump and the Patriots working from the top down to defeat the Deep State, the 

People at the grassroots must bring the bottom up.  

Draining the swamp and removing the Deep State will create a power vacuum in our courts and our 

political process that must be filled by We the People in order to bring back government by consent.33 

If the People fail to take back their rightful heritage of self–rule by “controlling our courts of law via 

free and independent juries and political process” via elected committeemen we will lose our Republic 

and remain a democracy, which is mob rule, the mob being out of control lawless bureaucrat tyrants. 

Thomas Jefferson said: “The two enemies of the people are criminals and government, so let us tie the 

second down with the chains of the Constitution so the second will not become the legalized version of 

the first.” Presently the Deep State still has a stronghold of the two power structures that controls the 

political and judicial narrative and until the People tie it down with the chains of the Constitution 

America will continue to be under “mob rule.”  

A PREREQUISITE by the People who will take up the 15,000 positions to take back 

our Republic is a proper education. NLA is presently providing that education in 

two courses, previously discussed, the “Civics Course” and “Government by 

Consent Course,” and our weekly discourses, updates, and open forums. NLA will 

also provide the following pocket handbooks; (1) Jurist Administrators Pocket 

Handbook, (2) Jurist Pocket Handbook, (3) Committeeman Pocket Handbook, 

and (4) Sheriffs Pocket Handbook to empower the People.  

Only through a proper education in Common Law and its history can the People realize that “We the 

People” have been providentially entrusted via Natural Law to dispense justice and were provided 

legal recourse to address the criminal conduct of the Judiciary and our Representatives. The Common 

Law Grand Jury being the Sureties of the Peace having the unbridled right by law and in law to 

empanel their own grand juries and present True Bills of information, indictments and presentments to 

a Court of Justice which is then required to commence a criminal proceeding under Natural Law. The 

tyrant federal judges already understand this and fear the People finding out as we nail it to their doors. 

                                           
33
 Declaration of Independence: We hold these truths to be self–evident, that all men are created equal, that they are 

endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.–
–That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the 
governed. 
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And, as Israel marched around the walls of Jericho and shouted on the seventh day the walls fell and 

Israel took the city; so are “We the People” with the continuous filing of papers that shout the truth of 

their sedition will continue until the deep state collapses, being their proverbial wall, and the People 

rush in to reclaim their Courts of Justice, by God’s will. As Mahatma Gandhi said and demonstrated 

“First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, then you win.” 

PRESENTLY THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY IS MAINTAINING THE STATUS 

QUO. These traitorous judges prevent all cases against government agents 

and major corporations from being heard by shutting them down, 

covering up the few that get through and silencing those who bring them. 

These judges get away with their acts of terror against all who dare to 

challenge the status quo, because they are protected by a network of 

criminals in High Places, herein the preverbal “wall,” within our federal 

agencies including the United States Supreme Court, both houses of 

Congress and pre 2017-Executive Administrations. 

In opposition to the Federal Judiciary’s subversive acts the Common Law Grand Jury is already 

organized and filing papers, revealing its tyranny. The Common Law Grand Jury is comprised of fifty 

Grand Jurys each unified amongst the counties within their respective States. All fifty States have 

unified nationally as an assembly of Thousands of People in the name of We the People to suppress, 

through our Courts of Justice, subverts both foreign and domestic acting under color of law within our 

governments. Each State was unified by NLA members visiting 3133 counties [rural counties were 

invited to counties nearby] to present to the People our intent to reinstate Natural Law and reconstitute 

the Common Law Grand and Petit Jury. The Peoples’ response across the Nation was overwhelming. 

The Common Law Grand Jury will remain in session until the threat of subversion by enemies both 

foreign and domestic within our government is routed out and the People take back their courts in 

every county at the grassroots.  

Once the swamp is drained and continuing on our 

present shoestring budget, success of NLA’s plan may 

take a year or longer to reinstate the Law in every law 

court in America. And take back the Committeeman 

process in every U.S. County. Judicial resistance will 

fail once they are exposed, find themselves unprotected, 

and critical mass is met. Critical mass will occur once 

the Deep State collapses or will occur before the 

collapse if NLA is properly funded and thereby can 

advance our success by a year permitting the People to 

be prepared and take control of our Courts of Law 

across America within months following the collapse. 
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THE PLAN: 

GRAND JURY ADMINISTRATORS: We will need four Jury 

Administrators and one paralegal secretary in each county (3133 

counties x 5) for a total of 15,700 People working in the State Courts 

to take back and prevent jury tampering and stacking. These 

Administrators are to be separate from the Judiciary, taking both an 

oath to defend and support the Constitution and a vow to natures God 

to proceed with a sense of honor, justice and mercy.  

Resistance is expected at every level but once we succeed in the 

federal court we will take the initiative and sue every State Supreme 

Court in Federal Court of Record for access to the courts and control of the Jury process. 

Administrators will be operating in the state courts within their respective county in work spaces 

already arrogated for such business. The monies to pay salaries and overhead costs are already 

appropriated by the County Comptroller to the courts and will just need to be redirected to the new and 

rightful Jury Administrators. 

Considering that the penal code under Title 18 does not apply to the People under Common Law the 

opening of federal criminal courts should be significantly less than they are today. Nevertheless when a 

Grand Jury is needed in a federal court the Federal Prosecutors can seek their indictments from Grand 

Juries already operating in the appropriate county. If an indictment is granted the Administrators of 

that county will assemble the Petit Jury from the appropriate jurisdiction and orientate them for trial in 

said Federal Court. 

JURY ADMINISTRATORS will be responsible for the orientating of both the Petit and 

Grand Juries.  

� They will be responsible for seeing that the Juries are not tainted or abused 

by the officers of the court.  

� They will be the door keepers of the Grand Jury assuring that the People 

have access.  

� They will act as the investigative body for the Grand Jury and deliver their finding directly to the 

Grand Jury.  

� They will answer the Juries questions and assist in the writing of Grand Jury decisions. If the 

answers are unknown the Administrators will have direct access to NLA’s legal counsel for 

assistance in the research for the answer.  

� They will assist the People by arbitrating their complaints against bureaucrats and their peers and if 

it cannot be settled they will provide for the accuser access to address the Grand Jury, where the 

assisting Administrator may produce their findings to the Grand Jury also. The Grand Jury being 

the Sureties of the Peace may choose to arbitrate a solution if both parties are willing or indict for a 

Petit Jury to decide.  

� If an Administrator breaks their oath or vow the remaining three Administrators will judge the 

violator and endeavor to restore them. If they cannot restore the violator they can dismiss them and 
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seek a replacement. The dismissed Administrator may seek an appeal to administrators in a 

neighboring county and if the neighboring county administrators agree with the other three 

administrators the violator will be permanently discharged. If the neighboring county 

Administrators disagree with the other three Administrators the accused Administrator will be 

restored. 

� Additional operating instructions will be addressed in the Administrative handbook and legal 

advice can be found at NLA.  

� All Administrators will be required to take NLA’s two courses in order to be certified for the 

Administrative position. Additional courses will be required over time and as Administrators are 

certified at each advancement salaries will be adjusted accordingly. On the Job training is available 

providing the applicant appropriately progresses in the required courses. 

All Administrator applicants that are hired prior to Administrative openings are hired by a private 

funding source and therefore during that time period work for NLA. During that period applicants will 

be required to be enrolled and advancing in the qualifying Administrative courses in preparation of that 

position. In addition applicants will be required to assist NLA District Leaders and Coordinators to 

recruit and organize their county for Committeeman. Applicant will be working and answering to 

NLA’s National Directors, District Leaders, and State Coordinators.  

All NLA paid Administrator applicants will also be required to run for “Committeeman” and fill the 

vacant positions of Executive County Committee (chair, co-chair, co-chair, treasurer and secretary). 

The Executive County Committee will be responsible for filling committeeman positions either 

through election or appointments. Committeeman positions are an unpaid two year term that require 

about 40 hours a year, interviewing applicants for elective office in the evening meetings start at 7PM 

to 9PM usually once a week during the primary elections. 

COMMITTEEMEN: are nominated for election by designating petition & elected at the primary.  

 

 

 

 

 

Election Law §6–118: The nomination of a candidate for election to a party 
position to be elected at a primary election shall be by designating petition: 

Whenever there is no contest(s) for such nominations committeemen are deemed elected at the primary 
and it’s not necessary to be on the primary ballot. Any Committeeman who is not elected by the People 
within their election district is not an “Elected Committeeman.” To date we have not found an 
elected committeeman in any state. The chart below shows when the election for Committeemen takes 
place within their respective states. Some of these states have caucuses where the political party 
members elect committeemen to party association positions,” they are not “Elected Committeeman.” 
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TIME FOR FILING PETITION FOR COMMITTEEMAN CHART BY STATE 

The following dates are the state primary elections designating petitions are to be filed prior as per state election law. 

AL - March 3 
AK - Aug. 18 
AZ - Aug. 4 
AR - March 3 
CA - March 3 
CO - June 30 
CT - Aug. 11 

DE - Sept. 15 
FL - Aug. 18 
GA - May 19 
HI - Aug. 8 
ID - May 19 
IL - Mar 17 
IN - May 5 

IA - June 2 
KS - Aug. 4 
KY - May 19 
LA - Nov.  
ME - June 9 
MD - April 28 
 

MA - Sept. 15 
MI - Aug. 4 
MN - Aug. 11 
MS - March 10  
MO - Aug. 4 
MT - June 2 
 

NE - May 12 
NV - June 9 
NH - Sept. 8 
NJ - June 2 
NM - June 2 
NY - June 23 
 

NC - March 3 
ND - June 9  
OH - March 17 
OK - June 30 
OR - May 19 
PA - April 28 
 

RI - Sept. 8 
SC - June 9 
SD - June 2  
TN - Aug. 6 
TX - March 3 
UT - June 30 
 

VT - Aug. 11 
VA - June 9 
WA - Aug. 4 
WV - May 12 
WI - Aug. 11 
WY - Aug. 18 
 

 

DUTIES OF THE “ELECTED COMMITTEEMEN”  

� Committeemen are the guardians of our Liberty, 

� Committeemen interview candidates for appointment on the 

primary ballot,  

� Committeemen require that candidates know the Constitution, 

� Committeemen can prevent unconstitutional legislation, 

� Committeemen have the power to recall politicians in bad 

behavior,  

� Committeemen guard over the Election by witnessing the hand 

counting of the votes, 

� Committeemen are the guardians of our Republic, the consentors 

of the People, 

� Committeemen can eliminate unconstitutional legislation.  

POLITICS: Once We the People rightfully and lawfully take back control of our courts and political 

process, dirty politicking can be eradicated by simply restraining elected and appointed servants with 

the chains of the Constitution.  

There is no place in a lawful Republic for our duly elected representatives appeasing special interest 

groups and private associations in receipt of money by supplanting the will of their constituents and 

replacing it with the will of special interest groups, that would be a bribe, crime, and a violation of 

their oath, placing them in bad behavior and in jeopardy of impeachment, recall, and or indictment 

which would result in removal from elective office. Likewise, when an elected official supplants the 

will of their constituents by replacing it with the will of a private party association in order to serve the 

status quo this too would place them in bad behavior and in jeopardy of impeachment, recall, and or 

indictment that would result in removal from elective office. 

TO TAKE CONTROL OF THE COMMITTEEMAN PROCESS we need only 4 to 5 

People to take executive positions in each county. Whereas the 

Administrators will hold these positions for the first two years and then pass 

it on to others. Although we cannot financially compensate People for this 

position it is NOT a conflict of interest for a person to hold both positions. 

One is “private employment, whereas Jury Administrators are not 

government employees and the other position is an unpaid political position 

and both positions seek only to apply the Law of the Land, one in the courts 

the other in the political realm.  
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There are 174,252 election districts in America thereby 248,504 committeemen are needed. Many of 

these positions are already unlawfully filled by appointment. Once the Elected Committeemen take 

executive leadership control and dismiss the old guard. The elected executive leadership can then 

lawfully appoint many of the People already filling these positions as long as they agree to take an 

oath, vow, and NLA required courses. We can then teach them to become elected committeemen.  

POINT IN VIEW, “if the Committeeman is ignorant of 

the Law of the Land how can (s)he judge the 

qualifications of the candidates he would be 

interviewing for elective office? Furthermore, if one 

can’t understand the subject of their oath how can they 

take one?  

We defined Congresses’ vested power in Article I section 8 and Congresses’ restrictions in Article I 

section 9 and the Bill of Rights. Anything beyond this is without authority and thereby null and void. 

Congress has no authority to debate our God given unalienable rights such as replacing Law and 

Equity with civil law; denial of God’s Law through religious expression by elected representatives; 

denial of the Peoples unalienable right for redress of grievances; denial of the Peoples unalienable right 

to bear military grade assault weapons and side arms necessary to protect ourselves from tyrants; 

denial of the Peoples unalienable right of due process; denial of the Peoples unalienable right of trial 

by an impartial, untainted, free, and independent jury; denial of the Peoples unalienable right of 

Common Law; etc. 

People are free to express their beliefs even if those beliefs are unconstitutional. But if said individual 

runs for elective office and takes an oath to “Support and Defend the Constitution for the United States 

of America” they are to place their ant-constitutional opinions aside. They cannot in their official 

capacity support and defend such anti-constitutional positions in public or on the floors of Congress, to 

do so would be a violation of their oath and place them in jeopardy of impeachment, recall, and or 

indictment that would result in removal from elective office.  

TIMING: In order to take back the political process in 2021 we must have a bare minimum of at least 

five People in every state in both parties properly elected to take lawful control of the party in every 

state. To accomplish this, candidates for Committeeman must file their designating petition on time. 

Four States require filing in January, nineteen in February, ten in March, seven in April, ten in May, 

and six in June, see “Time for filing Petition for Committeeman Chart by State above.”  

RESISTANCE: The de facto state executive committee. a/k/a “Members 

of the County Committee” from a town, as previously stated above, are in 

fact members of a private political party association, not “Elected 

Committeemen,” who have under color of law seized control of the 

Committeeman process in all Fifty States will not relinquish power so 

easily.  

Said de facto state executive committee party members have a stronghold 

on State judges, who will unjustly maintain the status quo. Therefore we 
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will need to bring the issue into a Federal Court of Record against all fifty states, for constitutional 

causes, for an order to obey the Law of the Land concerning the lawful election of Committeemen and 

their unalienable right secured by the N.Y.S. Constitution Article I Bill of Rights Section 1, protected 

under Article IV Section 1 Full faith and credit clause, which states that; “No member of this state 

shall be disfranchised, or deprived of any of the rights secured to any citizen thereof ... to elect persons 

to party positions for any political party or parties in any unit of representation of the state from which 

such candidates or persons are nominated or elected.”  

Therefore before we can open a Court of Record in the Federal Court to secure the Peoples’ 

unalienable right to have “Government by Consent” via the Committeeman elections we must first 

have our Natural Law Courts open, restored and unrestrained in the Federal District Courts, which will 

occur after the Deep State collapses and critical mass is met. We anticipate that this will be 

accomplished within the next few months. This will give the People a full year to secure their 

unalienable right to have “Government by Consent” in a Federal Court of Record by 2021 when the 

elected People take their rightful seat as “elected Committeemen.” 

REBUILD WEBSITE – National Liberty Alliance’s website is presently sufficient to serve our needs. 

But once we take back our Republic a more robust integrated web 

site will be required in order to fulfill our goal of government by 

consent of the People. Presently our existing site facilitates an 

education, national organization, and communications for the grass 

roots at the county and election district level.  

Whereas, National Liberty Alliance’s website will play an enormous 

role in eliminating dirty politics and the need for enormous amounts of money for people to run for 

office, eliminating a lot of corruption. NLA will provide the populous with all the information 

necessary to know what political positions are being filled each election year. NLA will provide a 

place where all candidates supported by the Committeemen can give a 500 word essay explaining why 

People should vote for them with a link to their website for more information from the candidate. NLA 

will not permit any unfounded negative attacks between the candidates, thus eliminating dirty politics. 

People can come to NLA’s web site using their zip code and address to find their election district. 

Once they find their election district the site will populate all political positions being filled that year 

that are up for election in their election district, along with all the candidates and their political 

positions and views so that they can make a more informed decision concerning each of the candidates. 

Additionally People will be able to click on any political office hyperlink and be informed of the 

jurisdiction, duties and powers each political office holds, along 

with all office appointments made by the bureaucrat that 

occupy that office, and the jurisdiction, duty and powers held 

by the appointed bureaucrats. Finally NLA will provide a real 

civics and constitutional courses for the People and a higher 

education if desired, thereby providing a suitable education 

necessary to have a true Republic by the consent of the People. 


